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Object: Acculturation for our first week of September.
Phase 1: Choosing the Topic and Preparation

Our objective:
Providing a wide array of information for students how they can cook their meals easily and fast.

- Can be easily searched through
- Clear instructions
- Dutch translations
- Directions to supermarket
- Ratings and comments on recipes

Product:
Website and application

Why?
Preparing Food for the first time???
Dutch name of ingredients ???

Common challenge
Phase 2: How to realise our product?

**Product description:**
- Ingredient list with Dutch translations
- food divided in categories (culture origin, Time of day)
- Images/videos explaining how to prepare
- chat function
- interface: adding new recipes
- system of rating

→ **Data base + Virtual community**

AIM: simplifying searching process = saving time + more comfortable
Phase 3: Process

Deciding objectives:
1. Introducing ourselves
2. Problems we were facing
3. Brainstorming about ideas and discussing them
4. Voting

How did we cooperate?
1. Giving our ideas and opinions
2. Taking leadership and then stepping back
3. We spontaneously taking the task based on our interest and skills
4. Solidifying these roles
5. Shifting task groups based on overlapping sub-objectives
Phase 4: Dividing and doing the work

- IOANNIS & RANIA: recipes
- NIELS: presentation itself
- SUJAY & ANDREA: website mockup
- WOOSUNG: project description
- MARIA: description of process/reflection
Goal

www.IFFIS.nl

IFFIS: International Food For International Students
Reflections

Challenges:
- Synthesizing different ideas
- Identifying objectives
- Prioritizing tasks
- Having common goals

What did we learn?
- Getting to know each other
- Agreeing to move forward
- Clarifying objectives
- Sometimes you need a leader and sometimes you don't
Conclusion